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By LARRY C. BOWERS
Staff writer

Johnathan Smith has developed a 
successful automotive service/repair 
business in Cleveland, and has ex-
panded to a second location for car 
care on Hixson Pike in Chattanooga.

Smith, in a recent interview, ex-
pressed the desire to provide qual-
ity and professional services to his 
patrons.

He is also considering the possibil-
ity of some slight expansions at his 
service center on South Lee High-
way, just before reaching the bypass 
intersection driving south.

Smith was born in Chattanoo-
ga but grew up in Ellijay, Georgia. 
He attended Gilmer County High 
School, graduating in 1992.

He said he attended shop classes 
in high school as a teenager, when 
he first began working in car main-
tenance.

His first employment was at the 
Honda dealership in Dalton, Ga., 
(for about five years), and he then 
came to Honda of Cleveland, where 
he was employed for 12 years, eight 
as shop foreman.

Smith had moved to Cleveland in 
2000.

He then went into business on his 
own, opening up Smith Automotive 
at the current location in May 2011. 

He is pleased with the success, 
and continued growth of his shop on 
South Lee Highway. He opened with 

three employees, and has expanded 
to around 10 people.

In 2017, Jonathan opened his 
second location on Hixson Pike. 
He continues to be pleased with 
business growth at both locations, 
although he is stretched a little thin 
by working at both locations on dif-

ferent days through the week.
Smith says a difference with 

his shops is that he grew up (and 
learned the trade) in a dealership 
environment, and wants to pro-
vide quality services from a fami-
ly-owned business. 
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 476-4171
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 transponder keys 
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SMITH AUTOMOTIVE OWNER Jonathan Smith is shown in front of his vehicle repair and service shop on South 
Lee Highway. He opened the business in May 2011.

SMITH AUTOMOTIVE
Providing quality 

services from family 
owned business

See SMITH,  Page 4
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2701 S. Lee Hwy. • (423) 478-5301
The Honda of Cleveland Difference

We Will Beat Any 
Competitors’ Price by 10%*

With Any Service Visit, We Offer:

*Quote from competitor must be using OEM Honda parts

We Sell Tires - Ask About Our Tire Price 
Match Guarantee

FREE Multi-point 
inspection
FREE Alignment 
check

FREE Battery test

• Complimentary gourmet popcorn
• Comfortable customer lounge
• Complimentary cold beverages

• Complimentary WiFi
• Luxury hot beverage machine
• Shuttle service
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JIM WOODY took over Woody’s Lock and Key from his father, James 
Woody, two years ago. Founded in 1981 by James, the company has remained 
on South Ocoee Street throughout its life. Woody’s doesn’t just generate lost 
keys, but also remotes, key fobs and transponder keys. 

LOCK IT UP with 
Woody’s Lock and Key

By COLBY DENTON
Staff Writer

Car care can take many forms. 
Whether you’re maintaining the proper 
fl uids in the car or preventing normal 
wear and tear, 
it all falls under 
the same um-
brella. 

Something 
most people 
don’t think 
about until 
it happens to 
them, however, 
is the impor-
tance of good 
locks and keys. 
Thankfully, Cleveland has Woody’s 
Lock and Key to help with all your 
interlocking needs. 

Run by Jim Woody, the storefront 
was opened by his father, James 
Woody, in 1981. It was originally found-

ed at 186 South Ocoee St. After three 
moves — each remaining on South 
Ocoee Street — Woody’s found its cur-
rent location at 301 South Ocoee. 

James opened the business when 
the 47-year-old Jim was only 7. Since 

passing the 
business to his 
son, James now 
serves as the 
county commis-
sioner for the 1st 
District in Polk 
County, is pres-
ident of the Polk 
County Chamber 
of Commerce 
and maintains 
several other 

businesses. 
“We do all installations and repair 

work on safes, vaults, safety deposit 
boxes and automobiles. We also gener-

See KEYS,  Page 5
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SMITH
From page 2

“We do specialty work on imports, 
but we can handle everything,” he 
stressed. He said Honda vehicles 
are his specialty, since he began his 
career at Honda dealerships.

In looking to the future, and is ten-
tatively planning some renovations 
in Cleveland, perhaps in the next two 
years. 

In advice to vehicle owners, Smith 
said you should find a shop you can 
trust, a shop which provides quali-
ty service and a regular schedule of 
inspections. Proper maintance and 
care is the secret of a long life and 
satisfactory service from your vehi-
cle, he said.

Jonathan emphasized that Smith 
Automotive offers a good mix of 
repairs and service, but it does not 
deal with tires or body work. This 
is primarily due to some limitations 
of space at the South Lee Highway 
location.

The business provides a number 
of promotions throughout the year, 
some special events to benefit local 
churches and schools.

Johnathan and his wife, Heather, 
were married in 2005, and she is also 
involved in the business.

They have six children, ranging in 
age from  10 to 24. The kids include 
a daughter, Chloe, and sons, Dillon, 
Nick, Matthew, Jacob and Barrett.

He concluded the interview by 
inviting any Cleveland residents in 
need of vehicle repair or service to 
visit the Smith Automotive location 
on South Lee Highway, or in Chatta-
nooga.

Banner photo, LARRY C. BOWERS

JONATHAN SMITH, left, of 
Smith Automotive on South Lee High-
way, looks over the expert mainte-
nance being done on a Honda vehicle 
by master technician Billy Pilkey. Smith 
said Hondas are a shop specialty, since 
he began his career at Honda dealer-
ships.
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$500 DOWN U RIDE
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erate lost keys, re-
motes, key fobs, tran-
sponder keys and and 
really just run the gam-
ut for anything with a 
lock,” Jim said. 

Taking over for his 
father two years ago, 
Jim says that contrary 
to what car dealerships 
say, his store can create 
electronic remote keys 
for cars, with the only difference 
being a lack of a brand logo on the 
key. For $5 to $10 more, he can add 
the logo. 

He says that he’s had various cus-
tomers come in upset over the price 
of a dealership replacement key, then 
light up when he tells them his price 
for the exact same key. 

“Some dealerships just blatantly 
lie and say that a locksmith can’t 
program a key. I’ve got five comput-
ers that would say otherwise,” Jim 
added. “Myself and other locksmiths 
oftentime have more software than 
these dealerships do. Always get a 
second opinion. Sometimes a third 
and a fourth.” 

Jim is the only full-time employee 
at Woody’s, with the other employees 
being his mother, Mary Woody, and 
brother, Tim Woody, who are both 
part time. 

His work ranges from simple 
calls, like keys locked out of cars, to 
getting into safes whose locks have 
since malfunctioned. 

“At the first sign of trouble on a 
mechanical dial safe, get it checked 
out, because once it locks down, it’ll 
be $300 to $400 just to open it, not 
counting the price of a replacement 
lock,” Jim said. 

The smallest part of his job is 
opening up cars while the most com-
mon request is re-keying homes and 
buildings. 

He describes Bradley County as 
“booming” due to the growth in pop-
ulation, and as a result, growth in 
housing. Every time someone moves 
out of a home, the locks must be 
changed, which keeps Woody’s Lock 
and Key constantly moving. 

“We know what we’re doing here. 
We’ve seen virtually every scenar-
io over 40 years, and if a customer 

can describe what the problem is, I 
can almost always determine what’s 
wrong. I ask a lot of questions over 
the phone, and if they have enough 
details, I can make a two-trip job 
into a single 45-minute trip,” Jim 
added. 

One challenge of working with 
locks is the constant changing of 
technology surrounding newer and 
more advanced technology, but Jim 
says this is no problem, as he and 
his staff are constantly learning and 
updating themselves on industry 
trends. 

Residential locks, though, have re-
mained mostly the same for the past 
several decades. 

Safes, however, are a different 
story. The locks on safes are getting 
more and more intricate.  Jim said 
he’s noticed many safe manufactur-
ers are cutting corners, and putting 
poorly designed locks on safes while 
putting all of the security into the 
box’s design. 

“So many companies are putting 
these rinky-dink locks on safes, 
making it so much easier to break 
into them,” Jim warned. “I had three 
jobs just last week going out to work 
on locks that had torn up on safes. 
Luckily the safes were open when the 
locks broke.” 

Jim’s wife, Tonya, works as a 
fourth-grade teacher at South Polk 
Elementary School, and together 
they have two daughters, Elora and 
Nakia, who all visit their family store 
regularly.

Jim says he has no plans for retire-
ment, and expects to continue run-
ning Woody’s for several more years. 

For those in need of any lock-re-
lated fix, contact Woody’s Lock and 
Key at 423-476-4171 or check out its 
Facebook page. 

“We know what 
we’re doing here. 
We’ve seen virtually 
every scenario over 
40 years, and if a 
customer can de-
scribe what the prob-
lem is, I can almost 
always determine 
what’s wrong.”

— Jim Woody
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JON WOOD-
WARD, owner of 
Surf’s Up Car Wash, 
stands outside the 
exit of the express 
car wash on Guthrie 
Street. He opened 
the business in Au-
gust 2012.

AN EMPLOYEE 
at Surf’s Up Car Wash 

prepares a car to be 
cleaned.

A regular

CAR WASHCAR WASH
protects the fi nish

Banner photo, AUTUMN HUGHES

A LINE OF free vacuum stations is shown 
at Surf’s Up Car Wash on Guthrie Street. 
Customers can dry, vacuum and scent their 
vehicles, as well as use glass cleaner on the 
interior.

By AUTUMN HUGHES
Staff Writer

The arrival of spring encour-
ages folks to freshen their sur-
roundings with a bit of cleaning 
to welcome warmer weather 
and sunshine. However, spring 
isn’t the only time of year to 
keep your vehicle clean and tidy.

According to Jon Woodward, 
owner of Surf’s Up Car Wash, 
you should make washing your 
vehicle a year-round habit. It 
not only makes your ride look 
nice but also helps protect the 
paint fi nish.

“From the beginning if you 
keep it clean, the smoother the 
fi nish will be,” Woodward said.

He said regular car-washing 
is important to:

• Remove salt that can be 
picked up from roadways 
during winter.

• Remove impurities that can 
aff ect the paint fi nish all year 

See WASH,  Page 7
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386 Industrial Dr., Cleveland • 423.476.2293
www.wasteconnections.com

A Locally
Managed

Company Serving
Local Needs

OUR MISSION:
Through teamwork that stems from faith in our fellow employees,

Waste Connections of Tennessee, will provide the highest quality of service
and value to our customers with a focus on: Safety, Regulatory Compliance,

The Highest Ethical Standards, and Shareholder Value

WASH
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long.
“We have a wax process here that will 

keep a protective coat on the paint,” he 
said.

Even if you’re not concerned about 
your car’s paint fi nish, it is important to 
clean the vehicle’s underbody regularly 
to remove corrosive salt residue, mud 
and dirt. All of the wash packages at 
Surf’s Up Car Wash include underbody 
rinse.

“Once a week is what I would consid-
er the minimum” for a car wash, Wood-
ward said, adding it really depends on 
the weather and the customer’s prefer-
ence. “There’s a few we see every day.”

However, the average for most 
SpeedPass members is once a week.

While winter brings its own challeng-
es to keeping your car clean, Woodward 
said pollen begins to cause issues in 
April and May, when they start seeing 
customers more often.

“The pollen doesn’t bother anything 
unless you let it stay (on the car’s paint) 
a while,” he said. “Another reason to 
wash your car often is to keep the bugs 
from sticking.”

All upper-level washes have bug-
prep included, and the staff ers take 
care of that just before the vehicle goes 
through the wash cycle.

Woodward opened Surf’s Up Car 
Wash in August 2012, using a recycled 
water system that he said is better 
for the environment than traditional 
methods, because “all of our water is 
contained and recycled.”

“There are even some cities that ban 
driveway car washing” because of water 
runoff  concerns, he said.

Woodward said when he built the 
Guthrie Street location, he spent 
$60,000 to $70,000 “just on our water 
recycling system alone.” The biggest 
expense was the underground water 
tanks.

“Every drop of water that leaves here 
gets treated somehow,” he said, adding 
it is done either through recycling or 
release into Cleveland Utilities’ sani-
tary sewer system.

Woodward said Surf’s Up Car Wash 
is getting ready to change from the 
Simoniz Lava process to the Diamond-
Shine Fusion process.

“It’s newer technology,” he said.
He expects to switch over to the new 

system around the end of March. As 

an incentive to customers, if you buy a 
wash you get a free month of member-
ship - customers have to sign up for this 
special off er in order to get a SpeedPass 
window tag.

Surf’s Up is an express model car 
wash, but Woodward said his employ-
ees do extra work to make sure vehicles 
are clean and customers are happy.

“We try to get their cars clean and 
shining and dry,” he said. “If it’s not 
perfect … we’ll make it right.”

Woodward said the business is 
adding compressed air to the service 
available at each vacuum station, with 
part of that system already installed. 
He said the compressed air can be used 
to blow dust off  vehicle dashes or water 
from behind side mirrors and license 
plates.

“Within the next few weeks that will 
be all up and running,” he said.

Woodward said the same updates are 
planned for the Dalton Pike location in 
Cleveland and the Chattanooga loca-
tion on Signal Mountain Road.

“They’ll all get the upgrades at the 
same time,” he said. “We’re always try-
ing to stay as advanced as we possibly 
can.”

Part of that is using a Neoglide Hush 
Brush foam brush system that cuts 
down on noise passengers hear when 
going through the car wash. Woodward 
added with the lights and the foam 
used in the car wash “a lot of kids lov-
ing going through it.”

On a tour of the behind-the-scenes 
aspects of the car wash, Woodward 
pointed out the computer systems that 
operate the facility, as well as the chem-
icals used and the large, spot-free water 
tanks. He also noted the interior walls 
of the car wash are kept clean not only 
to protect his investment but to also 
give customers a nice atmosphere.

Woodward credited his employees, 
especially manager Mike Royval, with 
keeping the car wash clean and inviting 
to customers.

With the switch to a new washing 
process and addition of air compres-
sors and other equipment at the vacu-
um stations, Woodward said there will 
also be changes to the wash options:

• The $6 base wash will be discontin-
ued.

• The $9 wash will be $8.
• The $15 wash will be $16.
Woodward said the $12 and $20 

Banner photo, AUTUMN HUGHES

TRACY RICE uses a microfi ber cloth to dry her car on a recent visit to 
Surf’s Up Car Wash. 

See SURF’S UP,  Page 8
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SURF’S UP
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wash prices will not change, and the 
SpeedPass membership pricing will re-
main the same for all wash levels: from 
$24.95 to $49.95.

“Membership turns out to be a better 
deal,” he said, adding “we do have a lot 
of members.”

Customers can sign up for member-
ship at the car wash. The process takes 
about 10 minutes and requires a credit 
or debit card for monthly billing.

Woodward said his customers ap-
preciate the convenience to come to 
Surf’s Up Car Wash. Once you are at 
the front of the line, the process takes 
three to five minutes, depending on 
the wash you choose.

“We also do a pretty good job of 
drying the car on all our car washes,” 
he said, adding they use a spot-free 
water treatment that “will never dam-
age your finish.”

Surf’s Up Car Wash locations are 
2575 Guthrie St. N.W. and 2551 Dalton 
Pike S.E., in Cleveland, and 407 Signal 
Mountain Road in Chattanooga. 

SpeedPass members can use the 
Cleveland locations and the Chatta-
nooga location; in Chattanooga the 
car wash has a different comput-
er system so “you have to let them 
know” you’re a member, Woodward 
said.

For more information, visit surf-
supcarwash.net or call 790-5793 
(Guthrie Street), 790-7616 (Dalton 
Pike) or 423-475-6307 (Chattanooga).

Banner photo, AUTUMN HUGHES

VEHICLES LINE UP for the free vacuums at Surf’s Up Car Wash on 
Guthrie Street. Compressed air will soon be available to help customers clear 
water from behind side mirrors and license plates, as well as blow dust out of 
their vehicles.

Reducing vehicle 
maintenance costs

(MetroCreative) — Major repairs 
to a vehicle can be expensive. When 
unanticipated repairs are necessary, 
drivers’ budgets can be thrown out of 
whack, potentially causing a domino 
eff ect that compromises their ability 
to pay their bills on time.

Whether your vehicle is brand new, 
a few years old or reaching milestones 
on its odometer with every mile 
driven, there are ways to care for the 
vehicle so you aren’t caught off  guard 
by costly repairs down the road.

• Read your owner’s manual. A vehi-
cle owner’s manual is a great resource 
that can help drivers keep their cars 
and trucks running strong for years. 
Every vehicle, whether it’s purchased 
brand new from a dealership or 
preowned from a preowned dealer or 
private citizen, should come with an 
owner’s manual. Don’t worry if you 

purchased a preowned vehicle from a 
private citizen who lost the manual, 
as many manufacturers have manuals 
available for free on their websites. 
Print manuals may cost some money. 
Drivers may be able to fi nd their man-
uals elsewhere online on a site such 
as Justgivemethedamnmanual.com, 
which has thousands of manuals from 
various automakers available. Once 
you have the manual in hand or on 
your computer, visit the maintenance 
section to familiarize yourself with 
the manufacturer’s recommended 
maintenance guidelines. Adhering to 
those guidelines is a great way to keep 
your car running strong for years 
on end, and it might just save you 
from the hassle of sudden expensive 
repairs.

See MAINTENANCE, Page 10
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SMITH AUTOMOTIVE SOLUTIONS, INC.
2445 South Lee Highway

Cleveland, TN 37311
(423) 790-7270

www.smithautosolutions.com
Hours

Monday-Friday 7:30am-5:30pm
Closed weekends and major holidays

Jonathan and Heather Smith.

Professional Auto Services
• Oil Changes
• A/C services
• CV Repairs
• Engine Rebuilds/Replacements
• Brake Work
• Diagnostics
• Transmission Services
• Starters



MAINTENANCE
From Page 8

• Protect the engine. The engine is 
arguably the most expensive part of 
your vehicle to replace, so protecting 
it should be a priority. Routine oil 
changes and oil fi lter replacements is a 
great way to protect the engine. Man-
ufacturer guidelines vary in regard to 
oil change and oil fi lter replacement 
intervals, but such recommendations 
can be found in your manual.

• Hone your DIY skills. Drivers also 
can save money on maintenance by 
doing some of their own minor vehicle 
repairs. 

YouTube is home to many DIY 
tutorials that can teach drivers how to 
change their own oil and replace the 
fi lters on their vehicles. 

Routine repairs are relatively easy, 
and many tutorials can walk you 
through them step-by-step. 

Depending on how much you drive, 
learning to do your own minor vehicle 
repairs may save you hundreds of 
dollars per year.

• Perform routine inspections. 
Older vehicles may or may not alert 

drivers via noises or leaks that they’re 
in need of repair. 

Routine inspections of hoses, 
brakes and tires, which should always 
be properly infl ated, can let drivers 
know if their vehicles are experiencing 
problems before those problems grow 
and become something costly. 

Vehicle maintenance costs tend 
to be most expensive when drivers 
ignore routine maintenance or miss 
signs that their cars and trucks might 
be struggling. 

By adhering to manufacturer 
maintenance guidelines and paying 
attention to their vehicles, drivers can 
reduce the cost of keeping their cars 
on the road.  
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 Angie & Bobby Ledford
 Owners

 2091 Waterlevel Hwy. SE • 472-9978
 cccbody@aol.com

 A Full Service Auto 
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 •  Collision Repair
 •  Frame Work
 •  Auto Painting

 Insurance Claims
 Welcome 1407 Jones Avenue
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  423-478-3005

 Mike Nunley and Tyler Collins 
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 Cleveland Daily Banner’s readers 
 Choice 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 

 and 2018. And voted the National 
 Dealer of Year Award from 

 SolarFX Film in 2015.

Whether your vehicle is 
brand new, a few years old 
or reaching milestones on 
its odometer with every mile 
driven, there are ways to care 
for the vehicle so you aren’t 
caught off  guard by costly re-
pairs down the road.

WINDSHIELD replacement or repair is a necessity when windshields chip 
or crack.

Address windshield damage promptly
(MetroCreative) — Windshields 

are designed to protect drivers and 
their vehicles from wind and other 
natural elements while the cars are 
in motion.  

Windshields are not impervious to 
damage. All it takes is a single rock or 
piece of road debris to be kicked up 
from the roadway and hit the wind-
shield to cause a problem. 

Every day, motorists encounter 
pebbles or other small missiles that 
bounce up from the road and come in 
contact with their windshields. Many 
defl ect with no problem, but under high 
speeds, debris can cause chips, dings, 
and even cracks in the windshield. 

Cracks easily spread from road vibra-

tion and heat and can compromise the 
integrity of the windshield.

 If your car’s windshield is cracked 
and it shatters during a collision, you 
and your passengers are at great risk 
of injury. In addition, police offi  cers 
can write tickets if windshields appear 
to be unsafe. So it’s in drivers’ best in-
terests to repair damaged windshields 
promptly.

Drivers may be able to repair small 
dings themselves with a do-it-yourself 
windshield kit available at automotive 
retailers. If a crack is less than six to 12 
inches long, it can probably be repaired 
as well. However, more signifi cant 
damage will require that the entire 
windshield be replaced.
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Cleveland Tire Center, Inc.
4699 N. Lee Hwy. • Cleveland • 423-472-3396

 RECALLS CAN affect any vehicle. Follow the instructions on the recall 
notice and have the problem addressed promptly.

Your vehicle has recall … now what?
(MetroCreative) — Vehicles are 

expensive. When motorists drive their 
vehicles away from a dealership, they 
hope to travel many miles before they 
need to come back for maintenance. But 
manufacturers sometimes issue recalls 
that can aff ect drivers of both new and 
old vehicles.

Recalls are safety precautions taken 
should a portion of a vehicle or the en-
tire car or truck not operate in the man-
ner it was intended. In many instances, 
auto manufacturers will directly contact 
customers who are aff ected by a recall 
via a letter, email or both. Individuals 
also can stay current on recalls by visit-
ing the National Highway Traffi  c Safety 
Administration’s website (www.NHTSA.
gov). 

According to AutoTrader, recalls are 
becoming more common because of the 
complexity of modern vehicles. NHTSA 
fl agged nearly 22 million vehicles for 
safety issues in 2013, and that number 
is on the rise. Drivers can follow these 
important steps if they learn of a recall.

• Don’t panic, but don’t ignore recalls. 
The experts at Kelley Blue Book say 
recalls often occur due to a problem in 
the manufacturing process in similar 
models, and this issue may surface in 
other vehicles. Recalls do not guaran-
tee vehicles will malfunction or break 
down. However, consumers are urged to 
take recalls seriously, adopting a “better 

safe than sorry” approach when recalls 
are announced.

• Follow the instructions. A recall 
notice should come with instructions. 
Instructions often advise drivers to take 
their vehicles to the dealership where 
the cars were purchased. Notices may 
provide information regarding nearby 
dealerships for drivers who have moved 
since buying their cars or trucks.

• No payment should be necessary. 
The cost of repairing the recalled part 
should not fall on your shoulders. Such 
repairs are paid by the manufacturer. 
The fi nancial resource Bankrate.com 
notes that, “if you had the repair made 
before the recall was issued (up to a full 
year), the automaker is legally obligated 
to reimburse you, as long as you had 
the work done at one of its franchised 
dealers.” Save all receipts for the work. 
If work was done by a private mechanic, 
drivers still may be eligible for reim-
bursement.

• Be patient. Dealerships are not 
responsible for making repairs until 
the date indicated on the recall notice, 
so motorists may need to wait before 
having their vehicles repaired. 

• Request a loaner vehicle. In some 
instances, recalls may take a few days 
to fi x. Although not every dealership 
may make loaner vehicles available, it’s 
still worth requesting one so you are not 
inconvenienced.
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DENNIS ANDERSON, an insurance agent with Shelter Insurance in 
Cleveland, says many drivers who purchase auto insurance plans over the phone 
may be underinsured. As a licensed agent tasked with the fi duciary responsibility 
to help customers protect their fi nancial assets in case of an accident, Anderson 
says personal service from a hometown insurance agent can help customers 
avoid surprises when they discover they are underinsured.

Hometown insurance agents 
can help drivers avoid 

pitfalls of state minimums
By TIM SINIARD
Staff Writer

Imagine it’s a beautiful day and 
you’re driving down the street enjoying 
the scenery and just as you are reach-
ing down to adjust the radio dial you 
hear the sickening sound of screeching 
tires, crunching metal and shattering 
glass.

You’ve just caused an accident.
And whether you were following 

too close, or the driver in front of you 
slammed on their brakes for a variety 
of reasons, you are at fault.

Was anyone in the other car injured? 
Do you have enough insurance? 

Shelter Insurance agent Dennis An-
derson says many drivers are unaware 
they are underinsured.

“They may not have any idea of what 
they have,” Anderson said. “They may 
have the state minimums required, but 
may not know the details until they 
have a bad day.”

In Tennessee, minimum auto insur-
ance coverage limits are only $25,000 
bodily injury liability per person, 
$50,000 bodily injury liability per ac-
cident, and $15,000 property damage 
liability per accident.

With medical expenses that could 
rise well past the minimum standards 
required in Tennessee, underinsured 
drivers risk paying out of pocket to 
cover those expenses.

“A soft bump in an accident can 
injure body tissue,” Anderson said, “I 
would have trouble sleeping at night if I 
sent someone to the hospital.”

Auto insurance companies  that 
advertise daily on national TV claiming 
they can save drivers money on their 
insurance may sound like an attractive 
alternative to saving money. But those 
considering calling and talking to a 
faceless insurance salesman may want 
to consider if the representative on the 
other end of the phone has the custom-
er’s best interest at heart. 

Anderson, who recently spoke with 
someone who had been in an at-fault 
accident, said the person was insured 
by a company that advertised heavily 
on TV. The driver soon discovered she 
didn’t have enough insurance to replace 
the other driver’s heavily damaged 
vehicle.

“She was underinsured and found 
out that $15,000 does not cover much 
when the other driver’s car is totaled,” 
Anderson said. 

According to insuramatch.com, those 
who cannot pay for expenses not cov-
ered by their insurance could end up in 
serious trouble.

“The other party could come after 
you personally. You might have to take 
out loans or extra mortgages, which 
could put you in debt,” according to 
insuramatch. You might have to sell off  
your assets - or a collector could take 

your assets from you forcibly. The DMV 
might even suspend your license until 
you’re able to pay.”

Anderson said purchasing insurance 
over the phone from an unknown agent 
could lead to surprises later, like what 
happened to the lady with whom he 
had spoken.

“Our customers can sit down with 
an agent and we can discuss their 
insurance needs,” Anderson said. “We 

develop relationships with people.”
The risks of purchasing auto insur-

ance policies over the phone can also 
lead to misunderstandings.

“The person they speak with when 
they purchase their policy, may not be 
the same person they speak with on the 
phone the next time,” said Anderson, 
who has been with Shelter Insurance 
for 27 years. “I’m concerned about pro-
tecting people.”



(Metro Creative) — Maintaining 
a vehicle is more than just a way to 
protect one’s fi nancial investment. Ve-
hicle maintenance can protect against 
accidents and make the road safer for 
drivers and their passengers as well as 
their fellow motorists. 

Fully functioning brakes are an 
important component of automotive 
safety. In its 2015 Crash Stats report, 
the National Highway Traffi  c Safety 
Administration said that brake-related 
problems accounted for 22 percent of 
crashes where vehicular failure was 
cited as the cause of the collision. Bad 
brakes are particularly notorious for 
rear-end collisions. Faulty, worn brake 
lines, antilock brake system malfunc-
tions and worn brake pads and discs 
are some potential brake problems.

It is important that motorists learn to 
recognize the fi rst symptoms of brake 
trouble so they can address issues be-
fore they put drivers, their passengers 
and other motorists at risk of accident 
or injury. 

• Unusual noises: Screeching, grind-
ing, rubbing, and high-pitched sounds 
are common indicators that brake pads, 
rotors and other parts of the braking 
system need attention. Worn pads can 
cause damage to other vehicle parts, 
resulting in more expensive repairs if 
they’re not addressed promptly.

• Pulling: If the car pulls to one side 
when applying the brakes, this may 

indicate brake pad linings 
are wearing down unevenly. 
A brake adjustment may be 
necessary. Pulling also may 
be indicative of an object or 
debris caught in the brake 
fl uid. 

• Less responsive: If when 
pressing on the brake pedal 
the brakes just do not seem 
to be as eff ective as they once 
were, or it is necessary to 
press the pedal harder for 
the brakes to engage, there 
may be a brake fl uid leak or 
an air leak. Check under the 
vehicle to see if any fl uids are 
pooling.

• Pungent odors: Firestone 
Tire Company says a burning smell 
may be indicative of worn out brake 
pads and friction on the tires. Each of 
these issues require immediate atten-
tion.

• Vibrations: Certain vibrations 
may indicate brake issues. Rotors can 
become warped from metal-on-metal 
rubbing, potentially leading to a failure 
of the vehicle to brake properly. Vibra-
tions also may indicate tires are mis-
aligned. These problems can be proper-
ly assessed by a trained mechanic.

Do not let potential brake problems 
go unchecked. Keeping brakes in good 
working order helps drivers stop more 
readily and avoid collisions.
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 Dwayne Adkins - Owner

 Adkins Automotive 
 & Diesel Shop
 WE SERVICE ALL MAKES

 Phone: 
 423.559.1975

 Fax: 
 423.614.5562

 dwayne@adkinsdiesel.com

 440 Broad Street
 Cleveland, TN

IT IS IMPORTANT that motorists learn to recognize the fi rst symptoms of brake 
trouble so they can address issues before they put drivers, their passengers and other 
motorists at risk of accident or injury. 

Recognizing 
potential BRAKE 

problems

Do you remember when ...?
(MetroCreative) — Through the 

years, cars have evolved so much that 
certain parts once integral to their 
operation have now become obsolete. 
Only time will tell which components 
and features of today’s cars will dis-
appear in the future. However, pres-
ent drivers can reminisce about how 
cars have evolved even in the last 20 

to 30 years. The following are some 
once-standard parts and features that 
have all but disappeared from modern 
vehicles.

• Ashtrays and cigarette lighters: 
Smoking-related accessories began to 
vanish as the dangers of smoking 

See REMEMBER, Page  15



By CHRISTY ARMSTRONG
Staff Writer

The phrase “car care” might make 
many people think about what lies un-
der a vehicle’s hood — instead of where 
the rubber actually meets the road. 
However, tire care is an important part 
of the car care equation. 

Those who do not take care of their 
tires risk decreasing their vehicles’ fuel 
effi  ciency. They also risk increasing the 
likelihood they will fi nd themselves on 
the side of the road because of a fl at tire 
or an accident. 

“A lot of people neglect to take care 
of their tires until it’s too late,” said Jeff  
Smith, retail manager of Cleveland Tire 
Center. “We see a lot of people at risk of 
blowouts.” 

While tire care might not seem like 
a big deal, whether or not tires are in 
good shape can play a big part in safety 
on the road. Blowouts can cause drivers 
to lose control of their vehicles. A lack 
of traction from worn tires can also 
cause accidents if the conditions are 
right. 

According to the National Highway 
Traffi  c Safety Administration, there 
were an estimated 738 U.S.motorists 
killed in tire-related accidents in 2017 
alone. This does not include those who 
were simply injured or escaped acci-
dents unscathed. 

With drivers now logging trillions 
of miles on U.S. roads each year, the 
NHTSA urges drivers to be “tire wise” 
and take care of their vehicles’ tires. 

The NHTSA recommends drivers 
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RETAIL MANAGER Jeff Smith, right, talks with Larry Stevenson about some tires in the showroom of Cleveland 
Tire Center, located at 4699 North Lee Highway. 

TIRE CARE: TIRE CARE: 
Where the 

rubber meets 
the road

See TIRES, Page 16
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REMEMBER
From Page 13

became more apparent. Ashtrays in the 
dashboard and in the rear armrests are 
no longer standard.

• Full-sized spare tire: The “dough-
nuts” of today can be driven on for only 
limited distances and look awkward 
on larger vehicles. The full-sized spare 
enabled drivers to repair the fl at tire on 
their own schedules.

• Control knobs: Push buttons and 
digital dashes have replaced the man-
ual knobs of the past. Levers often en-
abled drivers to adjust the heat without 

taking their eyes off  the road.
• Bench seats: Front bench seats have 

given way to two seats separated by a 
center console. No longer is it possible 
to fi t three or four people in the front of 
a vehicle.

• Whip antenna: Remember those 
thin, fl exible antennas? Many modern 
vehicles feature more solid antennas 
that can be unscrewed for trips through 
the carwash or an antenna that is 
modeled into the car in an inconspicu-
ous way. If drivers exhibit a preference 
for satellite radio in the years ahead, 
traditional antennas may soon become 
obsolete as well. 

The best ways to prevent car theft
(MetroCreative) — The National 

Highway Traffi  c Safety Administration 
says that a vehicle is stolen every 44 
seconds in the United States. And it’s 
not just the expensive models that are 
targets of thieves. 

Drivers may not realize they are 
making obvious mistakes that can 

make their vehicles targets for poten-
tial thieves. Guarding against car theft 
comes down to avoiding common pit-
falls, using common sense and making 
vehicles less attractive to thieves.

• Lock doors. This may seem like 
a no-brainer, but giving thieves easy 
access to vehicles increases the risk of 

VALUABLES 
IN plain sight can 
be too attractive 

to pass up for po-
tential car thieves.

theft. Always lock the vehicle, even if 
you’re only running into the house or a 
store for a few minutes. 

• Keep valuables hidden. Don’t leave 
purchases, cell phones, money (even 
loose change), expensive sunglasses, or 
electronics within sight in the vehicle. 

• Exercise caution with spare keys. 
Do not hide a spare key under the ve-
hicle or in an obvious spot. Car thieves 
are wise to these tactics. Also, if you’ve 
lent a spare key to someone, ask for it 
back promptly.

• Invest in a car alarm. Car alarms 
can deter thieves because they draw 
attention to the vehicle. Car alarms 
that also prevent the vehicle from being 
started or driven away (kill switch) can 
be helpful.

• Use various locks. Manufacturers 
make steering wheel locks and brake 
locks that render cars undrivable un-
less they are removed.

• Be visible when parking. Choose 
highly visible parking spots when out 
and about. These include spaces that 

are close to building entrances, near 
security cameras and in well-lit areas. 
Cars that are more visible are less likely 
to be targeted by thieves.

• Don’t leave it running. According 
to the safety resource Safewise, nearly 
half of all auto thefts occur as a result 
of not performing reasonable precau-
tions — such as failure to turn off  the 
vehicle after exiting. More than one-
third of all thefts occur near the car 
owner’s residence. Resist the urge to 
“warm up” the vehicle by leaving it run-
ning with the keys in the ignition.

• Get VIN etching. Etching the VIN 
on windows makes it more expensive 
for car thieves to resell a vehicle or its 
parts without having to make replace-
ments. 

• Buy a tracking system. In the event 
a car is stolen, GPS tracking devices 
can help cops recover the vehicle more 
rapidly.

Car theft can be a serious concern, 
but exercising caution can prevent 
vehicles from being targeted.



TIRES
From Page 14

check tire pressure monthly, keep their 
tires properly inf lated, have them ro-
tated on a regular basis and inspect 
them regularly for signs of heavy 
wear and tear. 

Smith said most people who visit 
Cleveland Tire Center for service 
tend to have underinf lated tires — 
especially during the winter when 
temperatures are colder. 

“Every 10 degrees you go down, 
you lose one pound of tire pressure,” 
Smith said. 

He suggests regularly testing tire 
pressure and adding air, if necessary, 
to reach the ideal PSI — or pounds 
per square inch — of tire pressure for 
a vehicle. 

Smith cautioned that the ideal tire 
pressure level is different for every 
vehicle. This number can be found 
in a vehicles’ owner’s manuals or on 
stickers usually found inside driver’s 
side car doors. 

“Don’t go by what the tire itself 
says either,” Smith said. “That num-
ber you see on the tire is just the 
maximum tire pressure.” 

Drastic changes in weather can 
also cause cracks in the rubber, so 
it is important to keep an eye on the 

condition of the tires themselves, he 
added. 

It is also important to keep tabs 
on how deep the treads on the tires 
are. Deeper tire treads mean tires 
are able to grip the road better. This 
increased traction is especially nec-
essary in rainy or icy conditions. 

A popular and fairly well-known 
way to gauge how deep a tire’s treads 
are is to try “the penny test.” One 
can place a one-cent Lincoln penny 
into one of the tire tread ribs — with 
Abraham Lincoln’s head facing 
downward — and see whether or 
not the top of Lincoln’s head is still 
visible. 

U.S. tire tread depth is measured 
in 32nds of an inch. Most new tires 
have a tread depth of 10/32” or 
11/32,” with large truck or SUV tires 
being even deeper. 

If you can see Lincoln’s entire head 
when trying the penny test, the tread 
has worn down to 2/32” or less. The 
NHTSA recommends replacing the 
tire at that point.

Many tires also have built-in 
“tread face indicators,” which are 
raised sections that run in between 
the tire’s tread. When this indicator 
is level with the tire tread, that is a 
sign of heavy wear. 

“I like to tell people that tire 

problems due to wear don’t happen 
overnight,” Smith said. 

“Tires now last so much longer 
than they used to. In fact, we have 
some with warranties up to 80,000 
miles.” 

Rotations, where tire technicians 
move tires from one wheel to another 
to ensure even wear, help prolong the 
life of a vehicle’s tires. 

Alignments, which adjust a vehi-
cle’s suspension, also affect how tires 
hold up on the road. 

Problems requiring rotations and 
alignments are often obvious, Smith 
said. For example, uneven wear due 
to consistently taking hard corners 
can cause “cornering” which results 

in a rough ride. 
“If you don’t take care of your 

tires when they’re wearing uneven-
ly, they’ll start to give you a roaring 
noise,” said Smith. 

The NHTSA advises motorists to 
check their owner’s manuals to see 
when the manufacturer recommends 
regular tire rotations. 

Common recommendations range 
from every 5,000 miles to every 
8,000 miles. 

Smith said it is good to be paying 
attention to tire care year-round — 
but especially as we head into the 
spring and summer seasons, when 
more families tend to hit the road for 
vacations. 
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THE PENNY TEST is one way to see whether or not a tire’s treads are 
too worn down. This tire fails the test, as the top of Abraham Lincoln’s head is 
visible when a penny is placed between the treads. 

Banner photo, CHRISTY ARMSTRONG 

THIS TIRE passes the penny test to check how worn a tire’s treads are. 
Tire replacement is recommended if the top of Abraham Lincoln’s head is visi-
ble. 
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